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Remembering Monumenta’s Site Specific
Art and the Landscape Reframed
By Tanya Kelley MLA, BSLA
In August of 1974 Monumenta, a contemporary public
sculpture exhibition came to my hometown of Newport, RI.
According to W.A. “Bill” Crimmins (the event’s main supporter
and coordinator along with his wife Gail), “The objectives
of Monumenta were to match sculpture to the site and
to provide a balanced reading of large scale sculpture in a
variety of mediums.” Sculptures from an all-star roster of fifty
internationally known contemporary artists were brought
in and placed throughout the city. Works by Anne Healy,
George Rickey and Karel Appel settled into the colonial
heart of Newport while the sculptures of Henry Moore,
Barnett Newman, David Smith, Louise Nevelson and Willem
DeKooning found accommodations at the Elms and Chateausur- Mer. Many of the larger sculptures by Claes Oldenburg,
Alexander Calder, and Alexander Lieberman claimed
waterfront views along Ocean Drive. During the exhibit’s stay,
I would eagerly grab my sketchbook and ride my bike around
the ‘Drive’, stopping and sketching as I observed the scale,
light, shadow, balance and form of these colossal sculptures.
I understood even then that I was witnessing something
exciting and unique; but most of all, to my thirteen year old
self it was just really ‘cool’! Even at that age I was keenly aware
that these artworks made my familiar landscape fresh and
new and full of potential, which was a revelation.

Sod Maze by Richard Fleischner. Image credit Salve University
McKillop Library

Oceanfront Project for Covering the Cove at King’s Beach by Christo
and Jeanne- Claude. Image credit Salve University McKillop Library

Of the fifty-four works of art brought to Newport, only two
were truly site specific: Sod Maze by Richard Fleischner, and
Oceanfront Project for Covering the Cove at King’s Beach by
Christo and Jeanne- Claude. Both art installations required
the engagement and commitment of sponsors, artists,
teams of engineers, project managers, contractors, and
volunteers to complete. Both artists made their artworks
on location and each artwork amplified one or more spatial
and elemental conditions of the local vernacular landscape:
earth, ocean, wind, and sky. According to Sam Hunter, who
wrote the introduction to the exhibit’s catalogue, both
were intended to be experienced “as landscape rather
than optically isolated as art objects.” Whereas most of the
participating sculptures were placed in a complimentary
landscape setting, these two works incorporated the existing
landscape. The physical, material site conditions were altered
by the artworks themselves. Richard Fleischner’s Sod Maze,
a circular maze 120 feet in diameter and 24 inches high, was
and still is located on the lawn of the Preservation Society’s
Chateau- Sur- Mer on Bellevue Avenue. The Maze was laid out
on flat ground. Earth was brought in, compacted and handraked into shape. Dozens of volunteers laid Rhode Island
sod perpendicular to the concentric maze earth mounds in
undulating strips. Oceanfront Project for Covering the Cove
at King’s Beach by Christo and Jeanne- Claude, employed a
similar team of workers. Pairs of volunteers hauled 150,000
Continued on page 6...
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President’s Letter
Megan Gardner, ASLA

Greeting all! Here we are again with a full plate of
activities and happenings within our chapter. As summer
progresses into fall, I am pleased to shed light on some
of these events. To begin, I would like to welcome and
congratulate our new Executive Committee members
for 2015-2016. Here we go! Kelly Carr will be stepping up
as President and Anjali Joshi as President Elect. Jennifer
Judge will start a new term as Trustee and Karen Beck
will officially become Treasurer. Our Secretary will be
Melissa Bagga and Richard Sheridan will remain as Member at large joined by
Domini Cunningham and Kurt van Dexter. Nathan Socha will remain Newsletter
liason.
Newly elected URI Student Chapter Positions are as follows: President: Victoria
Bockstael, Vice President: Alexandra Ludas, Secretary: Ashley Martin and Treasurer:
Katie Meegan. Thank you all for your commitment and participation! I look
forward to hearing everyone’s thoughts and ideas for the future of RIASLA. We are
a small chapter but our concerted efforts yield great results. All ASLA members are
encouraged to get involved and we will be contacting you as we move into our
30th year celebration.
I am very excited for PARK(ing) Day Providence scheduled for Friday September
18th – Rain or Shine. This year’s website is fabulously updated and we have added
a new parklet zone this year on Hope Street. Please go to http://parkingdaypvd.
org/ for all information and to sign up for a parklet!
At ASLA national, J.R. Taylor the PR & Communication Coordinator is reaching out
to all members to encourage them to spread the word about this great event. As
coordinator of ASLA’s PARK(ing) Day public awareness efforts, he encourages all
PARK(ing) Day Participants to use #ASLAPD and share pictures of their parklets. In
addition, ASLA will share/tag appropriately/etc. all of the pictures using #ASLAPD
on its social media channels and ASLA will pick one professional and one student
parklet that uses #ASLAPD to be featured in an ad in Landscape Architecture
Magazine. ASLA will catalogue all parklets on an easily shared Google Map &
Tagboard. I can’t wait to see the forum of parklets worldwide!
The second annual Design Week RI brought to you by DesignXri will take place
September 16th – 27th in Providence and beyond. This year promises to be
amazing with tours, lunches, pop-up designs and celebrations, design awards and
featured speakers including Friedrich St. Florian of St. Florian Architects, Hannah
Chung from Sproutel and Aidan Petrie of Ximedica. I will personally be speaking
on design innovation within the emerging field of Vertical Farming during an
eat and speak luncheon -September 23rd 12-1:30 pm. Please go to http://www.
designxri.com/designweek/ to sign up and for all information. See you there!
I am pleased to announce the 2015-16 URI Landscape Architecture Lecture Series
held at Weaver Auditorium on the Kingston Campus of URI. First speaker is Kyle
Zick on September 24th, 77 pm. Please go to http://rhodeislandasla.org/calendar/
for the complete list of dates and speakers. Continued on page 8...
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Guide to Parking Day Providence
September 18th, 2015
The Rhode Island Chapter of the American Society of
Landscape Architects, (RIASLA) and the Rhode Island Chapter
of the American Institute of Architects (AIAri), are working
together and collaborating with the Hope Street Merchants
Association, City of Providence Downtown Improvement
District to bring the third official, city-wide celebration of
PARK(ing) Day to Providence Rhode Island.

PARK(ing) Day is now an annual worldwide event where
artists, designers, and citizens transform metered parking
spaces into temporary public parks. This trend is part of
the new urbanism movement, which promotes walkable
neighborhoods as well as other quality-of-life issues in
urban living. PARK(ing) Day celebrates and strengthens
our connection with nature, our sense of community, and
The PARK(ing) Day event, now celebrated internationally, is enhances the overall public awareness about the importance
always held on the third Friday of September, rain or shine. of including green space in our urban environment.
This year, the event will take place on Friday September 18th,
in Providence. This annual event brings together artists, For more information about the 2015 PARK(ing) Day
designers and citizens to transform metered parking spaces Providence event, contact:
into temporary public parks known as Parklets. PARK(ing) Day
Providence will include approximately 35 Parklets located at Jenn Judge RIASLA email: gravellyghilldg@yahoo.com
key points within the downtown area, with other Parklets Vada Seccareccia AIAri email: vada@unionstudioarch.com
located throughout the city. The Parklet designers will work Kurt Van Dexter RIASLA email: kurtvandexter@gmail.com
with local businesses, bringing enthusiasm and energy to the Megan Gardner RIASLA - megan@gardnergerrish.com
area, while being sensitive to the needs of the shopkeepers
and their customers. Through Parklet sponsorships, Individual For more information, visit the Providence Park(ing) Day
website: http://parkingdaypvd.org/
parking meter revenue will be accounted for on that day.

Birchwood Design Group participated in the annual national PARK(ing) day event by creating a parklet in one of Downtown
Providence’s public on-street parking spaces. Last year they prepared a working demonstration on the positive effects of
green infrastructure with working pumps circulating water over traditional roofs and pavement vs. green roof and rain
gardens.
PARK(ing) Day is coming up fast (Sept 18)! #ASLA wants students and professionals to share their temporary parklets with
#ASLAPD. #RIASLAPD. Our favorites will end up in Landscape Architecture Magazine!
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Trustee’s Report
Karen Beck, FASLA
Hello All!
It’s those hazy, lazy (?) days of
summer that are upon us. The
weather this summer has been
very interesting, to say the least.
Hopefully there was little or
no damage to your residences,
offices and projects during the incredible storm event the
beginning of August.
In national news, the U.S. Senate passed a six-year surface
transportation bill by a vote of 65-34 on July 30th. The bill
includes three major legislative accomplishments for ASLA:
continuing the critical Transportation Alternatives Program
(TAP), including the Highway BEE Act language championed
by ASLA, and establishing a national Complete Streets
policy. ASLA is celebrating these important victories and
also preparing to secure these wins in the House version of a
multi-year surface transportation bill. The House is expected
to begin consideration on a measure when it returns from
August recess in early fall.
In late July, the U.S. Senate Energy and Natural Resources
Committee voted to permanently authorize the Land
and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF). The bipartisan
provision was included in a broader energy bill, which
will be considered by the full Senate after the summer
congressional recess. With less than 70 days until LWCF
expires on September 30, ASLA will continue its work with
coalition partners and congressional champions to get this
breakthrough agreement signed into law.
Also in late July, Federal Government Affairs Director
Roxanne Blackwell met with Congressman Earl Blumenauer
(OR) and representatives from the other design professions,
including American Planning Association, American Society
of Civil Engineers, and the Trust for Historic Preservation to
discuss ideas for legislation addressing community design
and development.
In year three of the ASLA Diversity Summit, participants new
and returning were eager to capitalize on the success of
previous summits and move forward with concrete action
items discussed in years one and two. While landscape
architecture remains a small profession employing just
21,600, according to estimates by the U.S. Bureau of Labor,
the demographics within the profession do not match
the racial and ethnic demographics of the country. This
discrepancy will only become increasingly glaring as the

minority population across the U.S. continues to grow. In
2043, the U.S. is projected to become a majority-minority
nation for the first time. Minorities, now 37 percent of the
U.S. population, are projected to make up 57 percent of the
population in 2060. The total minority population will more
than double, from 116.2 million to 241.3 million over the
period. To remain relevant and able to serve the country’s
increasingly diverse communities, landscape architecture
needs to become a more ethnically and culturally diverse
profession. During the 2015-2016 year, ASLA will further
refine the 360-degree mentorship model established in
year two and pursue several new initiatives that capitalize
on ASLA’s existing connections to organizations with
similar missions. Leveraging connections with individual
chapters, universities, schools, and other design-related nonprofits was recognized as a crucial step toward promoting
diversity within the profession. Exploring the feasibility of
a solid mentorship pilot program that can be tested and
documented is also a high priority for the next 12 months,
as is working with individual chapters to craft a toolkit that
can be used to engage K-12 students and college landscape
architecture students.
In local chapter news, the RIASLA has become a member of the
RI Green Infrastructure Coalition (www.greeninfrastructureri.
org). The RI Green Infrastructure Coalition’s 38 members
advocate, construct, and support infiltrating and naturally
treating storm water. As a member, the RIASLA will help
foster implementation of green infrastructure in urban
communities to improve the environment and create local
jobs in the following ways:
•

•
•
•

Advocate for private, statewide, and municipal funding
to plan and build projects that mitigate stormwater
flooding, provide climate change resilience, and improve
water quality. Our advocacy uses already-built projects
around that state to demonstrate potential for protecting
water quality and human health from bacteria, oil and
road-spills, sand, nitrogen and other pollutants carried in
stormwater.
Green infrastructure construction varies from simple
residential rain gardens to municipal engineered street
sewer diversions.
Foster Green infrastructure through education, support
for funding – grants and bonds, models of working with
governments, and best-available information.
Green Infrastructure Coalition projects focus on urban
areas of Providence and Newport while the objective is
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to encourage and acknowledge GI projects statewide.
Training opportunities, up-coming hearings, and events
reach across Rhode Island.
I’ll close by reminding you to plan on attending the ASLA
annual Meeting in November in Chicago. See you soon!
Karen A. Beck, FASLA
RIASLA Trustee
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Monumenta Continued....

square feet of white polypropylene floating fabric from the
shore out into the Atlantic Ocean to wrap the cove. Patsy
Corbin, a summer resident recalls; “Two by two volunteers
pulled the fabric out of the cove towards the ocean past the
surf break so that the fabric undulated with the wave motion.
It was the most exciting thing to see man and nature together
in that way.”
Both artworks examined surface dynamics. Richard
Fleischner’s earthwork manipulated the ground plane, its
challenge being to look seamless and part of the existing
landscape. As the only a permanent work in the exhibition,
only the forces of time and nature could alter its form. Christo
and Jeanne-Claude’s installation manipulated the surface
of the water in a way that amplified nature’s elemental and
transient forces. They never intended for their pieces to last or
to succumb to nature; their works are temporary and fleeting.
Both artworks were constructions and acts of place-making
which allowed us to view the landscape in a new way.
The public either loved or hated the exhibition. What was
a revelation to me was considered offensive to others.
Monumenta challenged what many Newporter’s valued
most: preservation and cultural heritage. It was “fantastic and
bewildering to some,” said Mrs. Corbin. Many locals claimed
that the sculptures on Ocean Drive ruined the ocean view.
Many were offended by the contrast between the historic
city fabric and the contemporary sculptures. Hunter strongly
challenged the status quo in Newport by declaring, “The
most pretentious scheme of civilized values must be flexible
enough to entertain and absorb new esthetic truths or go the
way of the dinosaur in cultural history!”
No one could deny that the exhibition touched them in some
way. Whether they liked or disliked the exhibit, a conversation
was started that joined modern art, landscape, and historic
context. Monumenta, because of its broad scope, insisted
that one could not discuss any of these topics without the
other. I know that through the eyes of a thirteen year old girl
the value of that experience forever changed the way I would
think about the landscape and the world. It helped to shape a
future for me that I may not have otherwise recognized.

Tanya Kelley is a designer with thirty years of experience,
including projects that have been recognized for
design excellence from professional organizations and
civic agencies. Her work has been featured in national
publications, including the New York Times.
Tanya is the founder and Principal of Place studio Landscape
Design in Newport, RI. She is currently working on Cultural
Landscape Reports for Eisenhower Park in Newport, RI and
The Norman Bird Sanctuary in Middletown, RI among other
residential and institutional projects.
She is very active in planning and policy in Newport, Rhode
Island where she is currently a member of the Washington
Square Advisory Commission and Critical Area Review.
Tanya is currently working on a Historic Streetscapes
Initiative for Newport.

Searle And Searle Is Now Searle Design Group
We are excited to announce our new partnership between
Colgate Searle, FASLA, Taber Jossi Caton, RLA and Melissa
Bagga. This growth of the firm will allow for increased capacity in k-12 and higher education planning and design as well
as residential and senior housing. We will also continue our
history of work in master planning, historic landscapes, residential gardens, and the design of environmentally sensitive
landscapes. Please visit www.searledesigngroup.com for
more information."

For more information on the sod maze please visit the
Newport Preservation society website @ http://www.
newportmansions.org/

Roger Williams Park Botanical Center by Searle Design Group
.
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2014-2015 CALL FOR ENTRIES
PROFESSIONAL DESIGN
AWARDS PROGRAM
The Rhode Island Chapter of the American Society
of Landscape Architects continues to encourage and
recognize excellence in the practice of landscape
architecture and to inform the public of the broad
scope and value of landscape architecture services.
The Executive Committee of the Rhode Island Chapter
of the American Society of Landscape Architects
(RIASLA) hereby invites landscape architects and
affiliated professionals who have demonstrated
excellence in their pursuit to lead, educate and
participate in the stewardship, planning and artful
design of our cultural and natural environment.
Download the entry form @ http://rhodeislandasla.
org/designawards/

2012 - 2013 Merit Award for the Colony House in
Weston, MA by Katherine Field & Associates of
Newport, RI
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Presidents Letter Continued....

We successfully launched our first RIASLA bike tour on July
19th. It was a hot and steamy afternoon but a pleasure to ride
along the Blackstone River Bikeway past leafy historic mill
sites and open countryside in Cumberland and Lincoln. Our
next bike tour is scheduled for Sunday October 18th at 1 pm to
ride along the South County trail towards Narragansett. Meet
at the parking lot at Kingston Train Station, South Kingstown.
http://www.dot.ri.gov/community/bikeri/southcounty.php
Lastly, we have set the date for our annual RIASLA holiday
party and professional design awards program for Thursday
December 10th. We encourage all members to attend this
event and to submit their design entries by the deadline,
Friday October 15, 2015. We will be highlighting our 30th
year celebration during this event – stayed tune for more
specifics next newsletter!
Upcoming RIASLA ExCom meetings are as follows and open
to all chapter members – we would love your input and hope
to see you there!
September 9th - 6 pm – Gardner+ Gerrish, LLC 151 Broadway
- Suite 245 Providence RI
October 5th - 6 pm – location to be announced.
As always, feel free to contact me with any interests or
concerns at megan@gardner-gerrish.com
Enjoy the sunshine - Megan Gardner, ASLA

LEO

Nadene Parzych
RI, MA, ME, VT, NH
800.430.6206 x1325
269.337.1375 fax
nadenep@landscapeforms.com
Designed by John Rizzi
Clanton & Associates, Inc.

D E S I G N . C U LT U R E . C R A F T.
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Aqueous Consultants

Professional Engineering for Your Irrigated Landscapes
Proud Olmsted Group Sponsor of RIASLA
Specializing in:

 Landscape & Athletics Irrigation Design
 Green Roofs & Structured Soils Irrigation
 Rainwater Tank Systems & Sizing
 Wells & Pump Systems
 Water Master Plans & Cost Analysis
 Fountain, Spillway, Pond & Pool Systems
 Stormwater & Civil Engineering Design
 Domestic Water Connections
 LEED Documentation
 Construction Administration
 Post-Construction Water Use Reporting
 Professional Engineer: RI, MA, CT, NH, ME

Michael Igo, PE, LEED AP, CID, President
Aqueous Consultants, LLC
29 River Street Andover, MA 01810
(978) 809-6420

aqueousconsultants.com
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UPCOMING EVENTS

2015-2016 URI Landscape
Architecture Lectures

September 9th - 6 pm
RIASLA Excom Meeting

Gardner+ Gerrish, LLC
151 Broadway -Suite 245 Providence RI

September 24 Kyle Zick, Kyle Zick Landscape Architecture,
Boston, MA

Sept 16-27
Design Week Providence

October 8 Elizabeth Kennedy, Elizabeth Kennedy Landscape
Architect, Principal, Brooklyn, NY

Sept 18th
PARK(ing) Day Providence

November 19 Kim Mathews, ASLA, Partner, Mathews Nielsen, New York, NY

September 19 & 20
Native Plant Symposium (RIWPS)
RI Wild Plant Society/Brown University
Tickets/Preregistration required at office@RIWPS.org

Dec 3 Erin Muir, Partner, The Figure Ground Studio, NY and
RI and Nicholas Healy, CRJA/IBI Group, Boston, MA
March 3 Toby Wolf, Principal, Wolf Landscape Architecture
Westwood, MA

October 5th – 6 pm
RIASLA Excom Meeting
Location -TBD

March 31 Chris Reed, STOSS Landscape Urbanism, Boston,
MA
April 14 Emily McCoy, Andropogon, Philadelphia, PA

December 10th
RIASLA Christmas Party
Salvation cafe in Newport, RI

Scharetg Pictures

April 28 Catherine Seavitt, ASLA, AIA LEED-AP, Catherine
Seavitt Studio, NY, NY

Turning courtyards into
lecture halls since 1962.
For over 50 years, Victor Stanley has designed,
engineered, and manufactured timeless site
furnishings so you can bring communities to life.
Contact Charlene Vera
at charlenev@victorstanley.com

Steelsites™ custom curved bench.
Anthro Sites™ multi-purpose table.

V I C T O R S T A N L E Y .COM
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